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INTRODUCTION

The behavior of the light output of a (gaseous discharge

tube with an alternating current superimposed upon a direct

current discharge has not been widely studied. This is par-

ticularly true of the frequency range above one raejracycle.

Tucker (1) has performed experiments using square and sine

wave modulation with a mercury discharge tube to frequencies

of 500 kilocycles. He found that the percentage light modu-

latior. decreases with increasing frequency above 3 kilocycles.

In a direct current discharge with a sine wave current

superimposed on it, the resulting lirrht modulation is an in-

tensity variation of the steady state lip-ht output. An Ideal-

ized.' waveform representing light intensity is a simple sine

wave displaced above a given reference line, A diagram of

this waveform is shown in Plate I, Pig. 1, Prom oscillo-

scope traces one may read the distances which represent the

values of light maximum, light minimum, and li.crht zero.

Using these values and the sine variation approximation, a

value of the percentage light modulation as defined by the

author, is given by the equation,

% light modulation - 100 jlig^t maximum - U^^t zainimum)
2 (li^t average - light zero)

One purpose of this experiment was to deterj^.lr.e the vari-

ation in light modulation with frequency of modulation and

wavelength of light as parameters. Prom these variations the

maximum modulation of light as well as the maximum frequency



EXPLANATION OP PLATE I

Pig. 1 l3 an Idealized waveform representing light output.

Pig, 2 represents idalized waveforms of light output and
voltage showing a time lapse before lipht output

results from a voltage increase.
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at which modulation is possible can he determined, A second

objective was the determination of the physical processes

Involved In the light output being studied.

The percentage light modulation should decrease as hlf*.-

er frequencies are applied. In a direct current discharre an

equilibrium condition is reached in which the population of

excited enerp-y states due to exciting collisions is balanced

by the depopulation of the states by dissociation and the

emission of radiation. When a high frequency electric field

is applied, electrons are given velocities in a direction

antlpsrellel to that of the field. Consider the first quarter

cycle of a sine wave variation applied to a direct curx^ent

discharge. The population of molecules in high energy levels

increases because more energy Is available from the elec-

trons. This Increased population results in an increased liprht

output. If the voltage ivere brought to the peak value and

held there, a new llp^t level would be established. This

increased light output would be tbo result of a t?reater pop-

ulation of the high energy levels due to a jtreater amount of

energy being introduced through the electrons.

In the second quarter cycle less energy is given to the

electrons with correspondingly less energy transferred to the

molecules. This gives a lower population of hi{^ energy

levels with a subsequent decrease in Intensity, In the third

quarter cycle the energy input is further lowered and In the

fourth quarter cycle the energy input begins to increase*



EXPLANATION OP PLATE II

Photopraphs are of the actual lipht output as
seen on the oscilloscope. These waveforms

wer»e used for the hydroren rraph of Plate IX,
Prcquenoies In numerical order are: 7,925,

9.00, 10.61, 13.35, 1I4..10, 15,98, 17.62, 19.12,
21,15, 31.96 meracycles per second.
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Idealized waveforms are shown In Plate I, Pig. 2. Actual

wavefoxnas are shown In the photos^raphs of Plate II

»

Hote that there Is a tlas lapse between collision of an

•nsrgetlo electron with a molecule and the emission of radi-

ation. Poeause of this time lapse, the equilibrium conditions

ere less nearly approached, during a flven part of the cycle,

as the voltare changes beeoaw more rapid} l,e., as the fre-

quency Increases. Adding to this time lapse is the acceler-

ating time of the electrons. Thus, as the frequency In-

creases, the llnht modulation decreases, approachlnp sero.

Beoavwe the life times of the various excited states, acceler-

ation times for various enerprles of electrons, and the elec-

tron enerry distribution affect ttie amount of ll^t aodulatlon,

the ll(^t modulation may vary with the wavelength of the

Mdtted radiation.

Specifically, the purpose of this thesis is to discuss

ths nodulation of ll^t In the range of frequencies from

seven to thirty-two nwgacycles per second. In addition, related

experiments attempting to clarify B»re completely the operating

conditions are discussed.

APrARATTTS

The data were taken using a cylindrical discharge tube

with an envelope 1. 5 cm In diameter and with electrodes

separated 1. ^ cm. A ;?K>lybdenum disc 1 cm In diameter

formed the anode. The dlz^otly heated cathode was made of
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nonactlvated thorlated tungsten ribbon In U-ahaped s'ooiaetry.

An oxide coating wes applied to the ribbon to obtain efficient

electron emlanlon.

The central portion of the envelope of the dl3cherp>e

tube was made of fused quarts for Its deslr".! ultraviolet

light tranasilaslon.

Hear one end of the dlscherre tube a connection was BMde

to a vacuun ayaten which waa capable of evacaatln? the tube

to a preaaure of 10*^ saa of Hg«

A aeheraatle diagram of the discharge tube circuit la

ahown In Plate III. A Heathklt nodel F^-3 direct current,

0»1?00 volt, regulated power supply waa used for the continuous

diacharge current. For the radio frequency current source,

a Heathklt PX-20 an«teur transmit' er waa uaed. Several

arranfreiaenta were tx»led to prevent overloading of the trana»

laltter due to the connection to the low Impedance of the

direct rurrent power supply* The final reault waa a pair

of anti-resonant circuits In serlea with a larpe choke,

Thla ccmMnatlon waa placed on the direct current side of

the radio frequency-direct current junction. The choke wes

oaed to limit the radio frequency current drawn >y the /direct

current pnv;er aupply during tuning of the antl-reaonant

circuits. The filament ifaa heated with a direct current

aupplled from atorage l>«tterle8 throu^ two radio frequency

ehokea •

Light aignala were detected using an RCA IP28 photo-

multlpller tube aupplled with 1000 volta direct current.
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Voltage division for the various dynodes was carrlod out with

a series of similar resistors (10,000 ohm 2 watt.) The signal

to the oscilloscope was developed across a 100 otea resistor

placed in the anode circuit* See Plate IV»

The ligjit from ttie discharge tube was adaitted to the

detector by two methods. The first method was by the use of

a filter for ultraviolet llrht (2). The ultraviolet lirht

behavior was the main concern in this study, hence the siajorlty

of the data were taken usin(» this method. The second method

for admittinr the lipht to the detector was the us© of a

Bauch and T.onib quartz ultraviolet mono chrome tei^. Specifically,

this latter device was used for the measurement of lirht

modulation for various wavelengths. All renminlng data were

taken usin?^ the ultraviolet filter. The voltage drop across

the 100 ohm resistor which measured the lirht output was

applied to a Tekti^nix type $U$ oscilloscope. The oscillo-

scope was directly r-oupled to the lipht aei;©ctor so measure-

ments could be made on both the steady state lif;ht output,

and the radio frequency modulation of the li|*it output,

Pliot05?raphs were taken with a Dunont type 302 Polaroid-land

oscilloscope camera,

A modified discharge tube was also used for experimentation.

This tube was very similar to the ribbon filament tube exeept

in cathode construction. The modified cathode was a coil of

oxide coated tungsten similar to l^ose in a 1}.0T12 fluorescent

larap. There were two purposes for using this tube. The

primary purpose was to allow light measurttaents throughout the
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monochroraeter rang©* The ribbon fllaiaont tub« had developed

• netallie coating durlnr an attempt to activate the thoriated

tungaten* Thla coatlnc; preatly reduced the Intensity of the

longer wavelenrtha of lln^ht.

The second purpose of ttie colled fllaraent tube was to

allow ttie use of smaller filament eujrrents. It was hoped thla

would give Bjore stable emission of electrons thus Improving

ths data.

A photograph of the apparatus Is shown In Plate V.

PROCEDUBE

The vacuum systeia* Including; tn© discharge tube, was

•6
punped and outgased to a pressure of 10 an* The hlrh

v&cuum aide was then separated fron the pui^Mi and the de»

sired gas (hydrogen or deuterium) was introduced to bring

the system up to the working pressure. During operation of

the discharge, the direct current end radio frequency

corrents were laeasured with an oscilloscope (Tektronix vl$)

by detemilnlnf the correapondlnr voltac® drops across a

17.90 ohm resistor placed In series with the discharge tube.

After the filament was heated, the direct current volt-

age was applied to start the discharge. Then the transmitter

was tuned to give a suitable radio frequency current. The

filament current required and suitable values of dlj^ct

current and radio frequency currents were determined exper-

laentally. In early measurements of percentage nodule tlon
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versus filament current. It was found that there was a

orltleal range of filament currents for which modulation

could occur. This 18 shown In Plate \rr. Por the ribbon

filament tube, the currents inquired wore over 10 amperes.

With such a larce current, small changes of fllai&ent current

which could cause large modulation changes, were barely

discemable on the meter available for filament current

readings*

Radio frequency current values to be used were chosen

by determinlnp: the laaxlmun value of radio frequency current

which could be maintained for all desired frequencies.

The direct current used was chosen to be the lowest

value which still allowed ftood llpht modulation.

The procedures used were directed toward determining

the relationships which exist between the resulting lif^t

modulation and various parameters v/hlch mlnht affect or be

affected by the modulation. Specifically, meaaurenents

nade were:

1, The modulation of lig^t under given conditions as the

frequency of the radio frequency current was varied,

2, The modulation as the wavelength of ll^t observed

was varied.

3, Tlie ILflit modulation as the filament current uas

varied.

{4.. The 11^t modulation as the direct current was varied.

5. ThB lipht modulation as the radio frequency current

was varied.



EXPLANATION OP PLATB V

Photograph of •qulpment as uaed In this axperlment. Shown are:

(1) Dlscharpo tubo»

(2) Vaeoum sjrstem*

(3) I'lpht detector,

(U) Portions of circuitry.
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PLATE V



EXPLANATION OP PLATE VI

Percent ultraviolet light modulation plotted as
a function of the filament current.

Hydrogen discharge. Pressure 1.9 nra. Hg,
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6, The characteristics of the discharge throupti the

operating range.

In each case above, the paraxseters not being Investigat-

ed were held as nearly constant as possible with the avail-

able equipment*

In order that the photofraiflis contain a zero ll^t

level Indication, each tfaveform tras exposed twice. The

tirBt exposure was made of the llfht waveforraf the second

exposure was made with the llrht opening closed* This

method of recording the oscilloscope traces also oakes pos-

sible the BMMisureiBent of extraneous noise*

The distances representing ll^t naxliraai, lli^t mlnlmua»

and llr^t zero were measured directly from the pictures

using a traveling lalcroacope*

RESULTS

The results are p-lven In the form of gi^iAisj

Plate VI shows the variation of the llj^t modulation

with filament cux*rent aa the contirolllng parameter at two

frequencies*

Plate VII shows the variation of the ll^t modulation

wltti the radio frequency current at a frequency of l!j.»l

sgacycles per second*

Plate VIII shows the effect of changes In the ainount of

direct cuiTent upon light modulation*

Plates IX and X show the llrht Toodulatlon as the



EXPLANATION OP PLATE VII

Percent ultraviolet light modulation plotted as
a function of the radio frequency current.
Hydrogen discharge. Pressure 1,9 Jnm. Hg,
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EXPLAMTION OP PLATE VIII

Percent ultraviolet lif^t modulation plotted as
a function of the direct current.

Hydrogen discharge. Pressure 1.9 mm. Hg,
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EXPLAMTION OP PLATE XI

Direct current characteristic curve
for the hydronen discharge tube with
a filament current of 0.7 amperes.
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE XII

Percent light modulation plotted as
a function of the wavelenp;th of the
emitted light. T\ie table gives values

for the hydrogen lines, H,^, %, and H^ »
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fregueney of oodulating current la retried* Plata IX x^presenta

the modulation for a hydrof^en dlacharr;©; Plate X repreaents

tiie modulation for a deuterium dlaeherge,

Plate XI ahowa the characterlatle curve of the hydrogen

dlaeharge*

Plate XII ahowa the modulation as the wavelength of the

obaeinred llnht la varied.

Discussion AM) CONCLUSION

The llg^t modulation depended R»rkedly upon the char-

acter of the dlacharffe, Ssiall varlatlona In operating: eon-

dltlona of the dlacharge cauaed the ll^t modulation to

change appreciably. Plurtuatlona In operating condltlona

reaulted In a lack of complete reproducibility of the data.

Attempta to repeat the experlmenta gave the aaiae general

ahape very well with the exception that aome pointa

would vary from the ao»oth curve* An example la aeen in

Plate IX at 17»62 mep»cyclea. The point at 9.000 raegacyclea

waa an exception in that thla point gave conaistently low

readinga with hydrof?en. Thla waa attributed to a reaonance

In the circuitry, particularly that uaed for the current

meaaurement • Supportinf^ evidence waa p^ven by the neceaslty

of crreatly reducing the output power of the tranamitter to ob-

tain the dealred current at t2ila frequency.

The t^aults Indicate a drop in the 11* t modulation with

frequency increaaea as waa expected. Noting Platea IX and X

we see this drop occura between 1? and 21 megacyelea , TJila
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is a x>ea80Dabl« result* In conaultlng the literature eoncem-

Ing the lifetliaea of excited states In hydrogen and deuterium,

one finds good agreement on values of the order of 10""^ sec.

Hersberg (3) states that the mean lifetimes for allowed

transitions is of the order of 10**° scc# James and Coolidge

(I4.) have calculated the mean lifetimes for several quantuB

states* Por hydrop;en their values range frora 1,19X10*^' see

for a vibrational quantum number of v « U, With a frequency

of ten megacycles one complete oscillation takes plaee in

710* see« At this frequency then, the lifetimes are one

tenth the total time of one period. When the lifetimes

beeome nearly the time of a cycle, the raodulation should

decrease. This is because the changes in the populations of

excited states occur faster then depopulation changes can

occur. Since the changes in population are periodic, the

net result would be an equilibrium condition in which the

total increase In population during a cycle is equal to the

total deci^ease per cycle. As hlf^her frequencies are applied,

the depopulation rate should beeome more nearly constant.

Prom these data a maximum frequency of ^nodulation could

not be estimated. This was due to the asymptotic approach

to sero nrodulatlon. The data indicate the modulation may

level off to some smell value.

The data of Plate XII show the modulation to have some

dependence upon the wavelength of emitted radiation, '!he

lower percentage modulation values for shorter wavelen£?ths
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Indicate longer transition times for the hlp^er enerrle*

associated t^lth shorter wavelengths*

At all positions In the spectrum, Includlnr the three

naln hydropen lines, the rwsnoehrometer silts needed to he

opened very wide to obtain sufficient aiaounts of light for

neasureaenta • TViis reduced the i*esolvlng power making the

exact wavelength valuea meaningless*

This work sug'^ests further Investigations along related

lines* Improvetaents In the apparatus are the main requli»«nents.

Such Improvraents are: (1) Current refrulated power supplies

for the fllaaffint, dli^ct and radio frequency currents, (2)

Greater frequency and power ranges for the radio frequency

source, (3) ^^ore sensitive lli^t detecting device for operation

under clrcimstancea less susceptible to pick up of stray

signals*

The investigation at hlpjier frequencies is of special

Interest as It would determine whether the ataximum frequency

exists. A laaxlimim frequency near the fx*equencles used would

be strong evidence for lifetimes limiting the modulation.
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The purpose of this thesis is to describe the Intensity

variation of the llcht output from hydrogen and deuterium

discharges when an alternating current at high frequency Is

superimposed upon the direct current. This variation was

given as a percentage light modulation which is studied as a

function of the frequency of the modulating current and of the

wavelength of the observed light.

The light output was detected by a photomultlpller and

observed on an oscilloscope. Light was admitted to the de-

tector through an ultraviolet filter and a quartz ultraviolet

monochrome ter. An amateur radio transmitter operating from

7 to 32 megacycles per second served as the alternating

current source.

The percentage light modulation was found to decrease

with Increasing frequency as was expected, A very large

drop In the llrht modulation occured between 12 and 21

megacycles per second. Above 21 megacycles the modulation

appeared to approach a small constant value up to the

maximum frequency observed. Thus, a maxlraum frequency at

which modulation is possible could not be estimated. The

large drop in percentage modulation indicates the lifetimes

of the excited states, which are of the order 10" sec, are

probably the limiting factors for high frequency modulation.

The percentage modulation of light was found to have

some dependence upon the wavelength of the emitted light.

The range of observation was 2000 to 8OOO angstrom units.



The modulation at the wavelengths of the three main hydrogen

lines, Ho^, H^ , and H^' , were similar. At these wavelengths

the monochrometer slits were opened very wide, as was neces-

sary for all wavelength measurements, greatly reducing the

resolving power. This included much light from the continuum

in the line spectrum measurements and was necessary to obtain

measurable light intensities. These data indicate the

transition times for the shorter wavelenr:ths may be greater

than those for the longer wavelengths.

The data for hydrogen and deuterium were almost ident-

ical in all respects.


